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                             X, Introduction

       A number of planar optical waveguicles are being cleveloped for optical

    sensors and opticai information processing systems based on Qptical fibersi),

    The primary methocls Qf fabrication for such waveguides are sputtering

    and thermal ion exchange2)"-"S). The latter method can be carried out on

    soda-lime glass substrates to form singlemode waveguides, The soclittm

    ion in the glass is interchanged with potassium or silver ions. Il)xchang-

    ing sodium ions with potassium ions produces smaller refractive index

    differences in comparison to the case of silver ions and produces lower

    IQss single mode waveguicles6).･

       The sodium-potassium ion exchange method was applied to microscope

    glass slides and low loss (〈O,2 dB!cm) single-mode waveguides were prod-
, uced. The refractive index distribution and the potassium ion density dist-

    ribution (i.e, waveguide layer thickness) were measured, A simple inter-

    ferometer was constructed with this single-mode waveguide and the relation

    between the refractive index of the waveguide surface and the magnitude

    of the fringe displacement was experirnentally deterrnined. The experi-

    mental results were also analyzed theoretically. Based on the results obta-

    ined a pressure sensor was designed ancl experimentally evaluated7)-'8).

2. Fabricatiom of Single-MGde Optical Waveguides and Their

  Characterizatien

   potassium nitrate crystals were heated to their melting point (340"C)

and glass substrate$ were immersed into the molten potassium nitrate for

specific lengths of time. Partial replacement of sodium ions in the glass

substrate with potassium ions resulted in the formation of a single-mode

slab optical waveguide. The fabrication process is outllned in Fig, 1.
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagrarn for 'fabricating optical

    waveguide

   Microscope slide glasses from Matsunami Glas$ Inclustries and Fisher

Scientific and "Tempax" glass slides from Jena Glassworl〈s wei`e used a$
substrates. The "Tempax" glass has a low sodium content, The ion excha-

nge was carried out at a temperature of 35eOC-v3900C over a time interval

of 10 min, "g･640 min,,
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Fig, 2 Arrangernent of prism coupler

   Figure 2 shows the experimental arrangement for observing the pro-

pagating waveguide modes using a prism coupler,

   Figure 3 shows the mode-line of a single-mode waveguide produced

by ion exchange at 3700C for 64 min. on a Fisher Scientific slide glass,

   Figure 4 shows the relation between the number of waveguide modes

in a waveguide and the time interval of ion exchange at specific tempe-

ratures for a Fisher Scientific slide glass.

   Figure 5 shows the relation between the theoretical effective wave-
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Fig. 3 Typical output m-Iine of a potas-

    sium-ion exchanged guide
     Diffusion temperature 3700C
    Dffuslon time 64 rnin.
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Fig. 4 Relation between the number of guided mode

    and square of diffusion time
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guide thickness (depth of ion"exchange diffusion) and the time interval

of ion exchange at specific teinperatures 'Sor a Fisher Scient:ific slide gla$s,

The calculation assumed a gaussian cros,s-section for the wavegtiicle. It"tli7e-

ctive indices of refraction for each rnode was cal¢ulated first ,"tncl the e'ffective

waveguicle thicl〈ness was the obtained from the modal clispersion curve by

numerical methods. I?igure 5 shows that the effective waveguicle thicl〈ness
obviously depends on the temperature and tiine interval of iminersion of

the szibstrate, A waveguide of approxirnately 4 xtm thiclcness vvhieli support's

only a single i'nocle, can be fabricatecT by immersing the substi"ate for 64

min, at 370C'C:. This theoretical result agreecl approximately witli the result

for the potElssiulll dellsity clistl'ibUtioll usil'lg E'tll Xny1'ay micrc)-Eu)cttyzel'.

   Table 1 sliows the ineasurecl cliaracteristics c}f one of tha experinien-

tally fabricated waveguide$.

Table 1 Character of single-mode tslah waveguide

Diffusion dep'trh

(Wletveguicle layer thiclcness)
d

Mesured value
--Pwa---H----wudw---th-+mwwth-h--.-tJ----LHVwwin--ll,t-.-

Substrate index ns
Maximum index of refraction nf

Normalized frequency v

31tm

pt- .hat..-t./.ww -Mprnv4--VRr-"-

1,522

1, 526

...--... N..--:g, 2go

' 3. Application to Pressure Sensors
  3.1 Interferometer Structure

    The structure of an interferometer based on a singlemode slab wave-

guide is outlined in Fig, 6. optical beam from a 632, 8 nm E[e-Ne laser was

coupled into the waveguide through a beam expander and a cylindrical

lens. The input-face of the slab waveguide was shaped as a prism with a

peak angle of !78e and the face was polished fiat to precision of 1/4 of a

wavelength, At the output end of the waveguide, interference fringes are

createcl according to the principle of the Fresnel bi-prism. The separation

of the fringes clepends on the peak angle of the prism and a small angie

produces smali fringe separations. The prism had a peak angle of 1780

which gave a fringe separation of about 38 ttm･ Since this separation was

clifiicult to measure directly, the fringe pattern was enlarged through a

  - d-microscope obJective. If a peak angle of 1790 is used, the fringe separation

will be about 50 ptm.
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Fig. 6 Experimental arrangernent for obtaining

    interferenca fringe

 3,2 Movement of Knterference Fringes witlt Changes in the

       Cladding gndex of Refraetion: Theoretieal Analysis

   The dependence of the movement of the interference ･fringes on the

index of refraction of the top-side of the waveguide was calculated the-

oretically, The top-side is norinally exposed te the atmosphere but in this

case, an extra cladding iayer was assumed to be present. Figure 7 shows

the model used for the calculation based on the rayapproxima'tion methocL

An optical ray traces out a propagation path in the form of an arc when

the waveguide inclex distribution is gracled, The phase shift caused by

total internal raflection at the surface x=O is given by tlie expression,

                      ¢i==---2tan-iVN---.2gfnleNia,d (o

where N=effective index of refraction,

     nciad=index of refraction of the extra cladding layer,

        nf :maximum index Of refraction of n(x).

Guided layer xt. xt-
Substrate

n,Nnf n(,)
nclacl1

              xx
              Vlave--vector Index profile
               diagram

Fig. 7 Ana!ysis moclel ef ray-approximation method
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Hocker et al. 9) used nciad= 1. 0 for air and obtain opi:"-----･rr, $ince we assttme

the presence of an extra cladding layer, nctad:':=1, O t･ind it follows that gSi:ll'v-･･･--7v,

and equation (1) can be used to calculate the variation in phnse according

to the change in nciad･

   The measure ef asymmetry, a of a step index waveguicle is given 1)y

the expressioniO),

                     a='(n2s-n2cgad)/(n2f--n2s) (2)

where ns:=index of refraction of the substrate, Also, t:he norinalizecl guidecl

mode eigen value equation is given as,

            2vfi` ,vt f(x) -zr dx .. 2tan--t /Vg-E,tilg- (2m-i- S-) rr (3)

where m=O, 1, 2, ,,･,･,

           V:feodVme'-n"s (4･)
           V==normalized frequency,

           Ko=:wave number in vacuum,

           d=:e'ffective waveguide thicknes$,

                      b== (N2 --- nas)1(n2f-n2s) (5)

            b :normalized waveguide index of refraction,

                           xt =f"t (b) (6) and

          f(×) =index of refraction distribution function.

   Figure 8 shows the relation between a and b using V as a parameter.

The refractive index distribution function f(×) was assumed to be gaussian

in form and numerical methods were usecl to obtain the results. The elfe-

ctive index of refraction N is

                             N=:P/ko

and from equations (2) and (5) we see that Fig. 8 represents the variation

of the propagation constant as function of nciad The interference fringe
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    ancl asylnmetry lneasure

pattern rnoves as the propagation constant changes,
   Since the fringe pattern moves through one fringe with a change of

2rr in phase, if we define the length of the extra cladding layer as L, from

AT :Plleo and Eqs, (2) and (5), the number Qf fringe displacernents m =APLI

2n is given by,

A2P.L=-- 21T k20npctad.d
d--
2-.dn,i.dL (7)

The sensitivity of the pressure gauge is proportiona! to the number of

fringe displacements.

   According to Fig. 8, the variation of b (i.e, P) is large when the value

of a is c!osest to O (i. e. nciad-pmNns) and the sensitivity is large, Furthermore,

according to Eq. (4), V is proportional to d and the variation of b is IFr,ggst

when V is smalle$t. This means that in order to rnaximize the sensitivity

m :APL12rr the value of nciad should be close to that of ns, and t.he thick-

ness of the waveguide should be such that on!y a single-mode is suppo-

rted･
  3.3 Movement of Interference Fringes with Changes in The

       Length of C!adding Material: Experimental Analysis

   Cladding layers of PMMA were formed on the waveguide substrates

with ethyl acetate solutions of PMMA, The index of refraction of the

layers were found to be nciad=:1.49. The length of the cladding tayer was
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C'lading material :

      PMMA
      n=1.49, Single"mode slab
      Solvent, optical waveguide
      Ethyl acetate ft

Fig. 9 Configuration o'f '£ringe displaeement
      for clading inaterial

shortened by gradually peeling o£f the PMMA layer starting 'rrorn the
opposite side of the input facet, Figure 9 scliematicaliy shows 'the process,

The peeling process is etiEectively changes the index o'E refraction of the

cladding layer from nciad :1,49 to nciad= 1.00. This change is refiectect as

a change in the propagation constant and causes the fringe pattern to

shift.

   When the degree of fringe shift is measured as a function of cladding

layer length, a measure of the dependence of the fringe shift on the index

of refraction of the cladding layer is obtained.

Sensitivity :
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Fig. 10 Length of clading materiai vs fringe

     displacement
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   Figure 10 shows the experimental result when the cladding layer length

is changed from 3. 00 mm to 16, OO mm. The result shows that the move-

ment of fringes is O, 23 fringes per mm. The ･theoretical result obtained

 from sensitivity t'cr) gives O.27 fringes per mm which is in reasonable

agreement with the experimental result.

 3.4 AppRication to Pressure Sensors

   Figure 11 shows the structure of the experimental pressure sensing

   Load
A tlicroscope cover glass
    Spacer

Single-mocle slab optical waveguide

               Load cell Amprifien
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Fig. 12 Measured optical power
    intensity vs load
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system schematically. A microscope cover glass of thickness O,15 mm

was placed above the waveguide substrate by using 16, OO mm thiclc spacer$

made from PET material, A load was applied to the cover g!ass through

a load cell. As the load was increased, the area ()f physical contact between

the cover glass ancl the waveguide became iarger. The increase in contact

area is equivalent to an increase in the claclding layer length anct a$ a re$u!t,

a shift in the fringe pattern is generated.

   The shift in fringe pattern was detected by a photodiocie arrangement

and the degi"et, of shift was measured as a change in detected optical powrer,

Figure 12 shows the experimental result for the optical power variation

with the load that was applied. Clearly, the apparattis can serve as a pre-

ssure sensor. Higher sensitivities can be expectecl if the tliicl〈ness of the

cover glass is reduced.

4, Conclusios

    The process of replacing the sodium ion in the giass slide with pota-

ssium ion was carried out by immersing the glass slide in rnolten potassium

nitrate. A 4"m thiclc single-mode waveguide with comparatively lovv loss

(〈O, 2 dB/cm) was obtained after immersion for 64 min, at a temperature
of 3700C,

    The single-mode slab waveguide layer thickness depends on the tern-

perature and time internal of immersion of the substrate. Relatively simple

,pressure sensors with can be constructed by using sl4b waveguides prod-

uced in mieroscope glass slides through an ion exchange process.
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